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INTRODUCTION 

Tfca chemical fertilizer Industry in Mexico was begun around 1947 by 

producing phosphates. 

Thai wat started in San Luis Potosí, S.L.P. with the first • ingle 

superphosphate plant. Three year« later the fertiliser nitrogen Industry 

w»a begun with the .tart of the first ammonia complex in Latin America 

mmt Cuautitlan, Mex. Thi» complex consists of the ammonia and 

ammonium sulfate plante. 

Growing demand of £ertiU«rs ha. made it • ««„««„sUy to install mor« 

fertili «er plants to meet this demand. 

Tfcaj following plants: are now iuntioning. 
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The production of the fertilizer Industry has been toward geared mainly 

obtaining solid fertilisers, but there axe aleo two fertilizer plants wich 

are producing fluid fertilizers and two more wich are producing foliar 

fertilizers. 

All the fertilizer planta pollute the water and the air in different degrees 

according to the proceas employed in each plant. 

MM^^^É|LHiMHÉtt^ SSM sisal 
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I    GOVERNMENT POLITICS 

The Government of Mexico has concerned itself with the preservation oí 

the Nation's ecology. For this reason in December of 1970, the Environmental 

Protection UndersecretaryBhip  was created by presidential decree and 

became a dependency of the Public Health Departement.  This dependency 

worked in the development of a law, which was presented and approved by 

The Congress of the United States of Mexico and published in the official 

newspaper on March 23, 1971, under the title of "Federal Law To Prevent 

and Control Environmental Pollution". This law especifies the pollutant 

sources and pollutants which will be subjected to prevention, regulation, 

control and prohibition by the Federal Government, no matter what their 

source or origen is, so long as they are able fco produce contamination ur 

degradation of the ecology sistema, both in a direct or an indirect manner. 

Based on this law, work has been done on the following regulations: 

1.-     Prevention and Control Regulations for Atmospheric Pollution 

created by Fumes and dust. 

This regulation was approved by the Federal Government on 

September 8,  1971. in it, it especifies it's scope, defines dust and 

fumes emissions and points out the limits permited and the methods 
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used to calculate them. It also indicate, the sanctions which will be 

applied to the violator, of this law and the administrative resources 

available to the violators. 

2.-   Prevention and Control Regulations ior Water Pollution. 

This regulation was approved by the Federal Government on March 28, 

1973. It establishes the limits which waste water effluents will be 

permitted to have according to their volume and the place of discharge. 

Jt «lso establishes the datelines to register discharges, present 

engtanering proliminary information, and the time in which to install 

the necessary equipment to eliminate the pollutant.. 

3. -   Regulation under processif elaboration soon to be approved î 

A. -   Prevention and Control Regulations for Atmospheric Pollution created 

by gas emissions. 

B. -    Prevention and Control Regulation for Noise Pollution. 

C -    Prevention and Control R.gulstio«, for Pesticide Pollution. 

__*fci 



II FUME AND DUST EMISSIONS 

Fume emissions were determined on all stacks of stationary fuel burning 

equipment which burn natural gas, diesel or fuel oil.  These same deterrm 

nations were made on all movil equipment scapes. 

The determinations were made by using the Ringclmann Smoke Chart and 

in the case of stationa-y sources particle emissions were also determined. 

As a solution to the emission problems found in stationary equipments, 

mayor control is being enforced in the relation of air/fuel of the burners. 

The equipments which utilize fuel oil are being provided with more efficient 

atomizers for their    combustion systems. 

The fume emission problems of movil equipments have been resolved by 

keeping a close ekeck on the state of the air filters and the state of the 

motor carburations, providing general maintenance to the machines which 

require it. 

Dust emissions were determined for solid particles us well a* mists, at 

every emission source of the ammonium sulphate, ammonium nitrate, urea, 

ammonium phosphate, complex fertilizers, superphosphates and wet- 

process phosphoric acid plants. 

The above determinations were realized in accordance with the procedures 

J 
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Sloped b„ GUANOS y FERTiUZANTES DE MEXICO, s. A. , .orne rf 

«ich ... based „„ the oI(ielal pr„, edurc, of .ho EpA (Env.ronmcntal 

Protect• Agency,. other. w<;„. idaptcd „, ^ ^.^ ^^.^ 

Wich were rehired i„ each c.c. mainly ,h„„c related to mi.t«. 

»«ri«* the du.t emi.sion detenni«.^. *nmm» and fluoH„c ^ 

were evaluated, because thee 

emission» already mentioned. 

e cmisHions arc expelled along with the dust 

The results of the proceding emission determinations made it „ece 

to take the following steps: 
ssary 

!.. 
To carry on mayor control of the operation parameter., directly 

linked with the dust production.  Through this control greater 

efficiencies were obtained and some plants were made to operate 

within the specified limits of the law. 

2.-     To install «crubber« to recover an imonia. 

3. 
T. in.tal! dry .nd we, collector, to decree du.t emi..io„.. The 

»tettai of either collector lyp,f wa, determined m.i»ly „y u,c 

*-. concentration, in th« „. .trcams , u,e phy.lca, and chcmical 

property. „(,hc d„.t, .he dust valu« and the .,uiP,„o„, c,.,.. 
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4. -     To install mi»t eliminators of the mesh and cyclonic type». 

Up to now, tome of the equipments have already been installed, o then 

are in the procesa of being installed and the rest are being designed. 
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m INDUSTRIAL WASTE WATER 

At the present time, conUumiutiu-i problems by WUBIC water are under 

study. 

Up tariate, effluent plant evaluations of superphosphate a, wet-proces* 

phosphoric acid, sulphuric acid, ammonium sulphate and ammonium 

phosphate arc being made. 

In the case of industrial c. aiplexes the policy has been to form only one 

contamineted affluent; the treatment of this effluent is mainly directed 

towards recovering chemical compounds when ever it is technically and 

economically possible. 

Plant effluents of nitric acid, ammonium nitrate, complex fertiliser* 

and wet-process phosphoric acid, aro now under study in an industrial 

complex. At the present time, the control of operation variables is 

being studied in order to decrease contamination levels. Afterwards a 

determination will be made to establish which effluents should be united 

for common treatment. 

It is believed that all the personal in charge of fertilizer plants in 

Mexico has been made to become concious of the pollution problems 

and everyone of them working within these plants takes an activo part 

in the prevention and decreasing of pollution. 
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IV GAS EMISSIONS 

The emissions of ammonia and flourine have been cvrvlufcted due to the 

circumstances be foie stated. 

In view of the program to control and decrease environment contamination, 

the following priorities were established: 

First. - To decrease the smoke and dust emissions. 

Second. - To decrease the waste water contamination. 

Third. - To decrease the gar. emissions. 

Work is now being done to elaborate the regulations for tía« contro! and 

prevention of gas pollution. 
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V  PROBLEMATICS 

To carry through a program which will prevent and control the air pollution, 

it ha« been necessary to consume efforts and resources that transformed 

into money represent a heavey burden to the nation. 

There was a lack of experience to .valúate the water pollutant, as well as 

the air pollutant, and it was necessary to adopt the measurement methods 

and to prepare the personal needed to carry them out. 

The above mentioned represented excessive expenses but it was more 

economical than to make ,. contact with foreign companies mainly because 

•11 the experience remained in this country. 

México is a very large country and its territory ha. several mountain chains, 

wich make it difficult to travel through. 

It becomes a problem to make the determination, of pollutant, in water 

and air above all.  Because the fertiles manufacturing plant, are small 

•nd distributed all over the country. 

Up to date, the main problem is the gypsum which is obtained as a by-prod 

in the wet-procc, phosphoric acid plants, because it contain« many 

fluorine compound,, that contaminate the soil they are deposited on. 

uct 
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Th.» «. „v.r., proce..e. t0 „.„^.^ <u]()hurlc KM or ferUUMi 

<•n .„.„.». but it,. ncc,..„y to iubJKt ^ w>um to 4 ^^ 

process which increases the cost   irri «« 4 
we cost, and the inversion, to the plants which 

u»e it are very high. 

AU «hi. „.„,. „ impo..ibu te JMtUy to ta>toUnMirt of ^ ^ ta 

«.*co, .bo« .„ ».„„.. ^ produce< ^ ^^ ^   AU ^ 

—*«**, ptat, *.« ,„ iulphur ta Mejdco ^ ^ ^^ 

«d it. manufacturing co.t, .„ relatively w. 
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